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As we explained in "You Know Something Is Wrong When.....An American Affidavit of 
Probable Cause"----- available on Amazon. com ---- there IS a "network of corporate 
global control"--- it is the natural result of the interlocking trust directorate created 
by the Unam Sanctum Trust over the course of seven centuries.   

Anyone knowing that (1) the Global Estate Trust exists and has existed since 1302; 
and (2) that  "Royal" feudalism was created by this system; and (3) that Royal 
grants, favors, charters (as in corporate charters) and contracts were used to 
administer this system------ should in the tradition of all blind mice be able to figure 
out that self-interested interlocking networks of institutions were the result. 

But it wasn't until about five years ago that Dutch mathematicians studying 
statistical correlations stumbled on evidence that only about a hundred major 
corporations "rule" the planet and that they are all interlocked at the top.  They 
weren't looking for this information. They just observed it and published it in a peer-
reviewed paper in a scientific journal.  I read it at the time and nodded. 

What else would you expect?  What other result could there be?  You have FACT A--- 
the existence of a globe-spanning interlocking trust directorate created by the Unam 
Sanctum Trust and you have FACT B --- the existence of a globe-spanning 
interlocking network of global corporate control and you are----- surprised?  Really?

The so-called System of Global Corporate Control has evolved over the course of 
organizing people and functions for seven hundred years--- it's not some kind of 
deliberate, conscious, orchestrated conspiracy.

Yet, Karen Hudes continues her search for some kind of excuse or scapegoat for her 
bosses and their bad behavior.  She has latched onto this Dutch statistical study and 
is trying to ride that until it drops. Any kind of scapegoat or explanation will do for 
Karen, so long as her banker bosses get off the hook. 

Instead of coming up with all these fanciful schemes from Wolfgang Struck until now, 
it would be so refreshing if she just tried the truth, and tried to come up with some 
logical, meaningful explanation for what the World Bank and IBRD have done? 



What excuse is there for criminally defrauding millions upon millions of innocent 
people for your own profit? 

Come on, Karen, let's hear the explanation of why we should hold the bankers at the 
World Bank and IBRD harmless--- the real reason, please, if there is any.  

The dog ate their records of the bankruptcy of the United States of America, Inc.?   

They "forgot" who the Priority Creditors were?

They couldn't logically figure out who the heirs of the Priority Creditors were and 
notify them? 

They just had to claim that all that American gold was "abandoned property"?  

Let us guess---- that mean old, bad old "Network of Corporate Global Control" made 
them do it? 

It would be better in my opinion to admit that the Devil made them do it--- "Oh, 
come on! The Americans are so clueless, they'll never know....." 

What a shock of disbelief must have rippled over the thick, thick carpets and down 
the halls and wafted over the chrome and the walnut panel doors...... the Americans 
are waking up?

And we aren't buying any shinola this week, either. 

So while Ms. Hudes is trying to present the results of a mathematics project as a 
"discovery" explaining all the evil in the world and, as something to blame and 
promote as a scapegoat to excuse her bosses for their bad behavior, she is also 
making the lame attempt to blackball me as a "CIA operative".... hahahaha!  The 
"Jesuit Agent" label didn't work, so now this? 

Well, they DID have a CIA operative using my name working in New York City, but 
she was of African and Serbian descent, got busted for shoplifting, and couldn't quite 
pull the MO (Modus Operandi). 
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